
“Give me a child 
until he is seven

And I will show you the Man”
Saint Francis Xavier 



Masculinity is difficult to define
• Socially constructed

• Influenced by individual’s interaction with others in a specific social 
context

• Masculinity is what a culture expects of its men

• Connell argues that the term, masculinities, are more appropriate to 
define masculine identity

• Men and boys construct their masculinity in relation to a set of beliefs 
and practices inherited from the past

• Different cultures, different periods of history, construct masculinity 
differently

• Under Apartheid hegemonic masculinity



Masculinity is difficult to define CONT.

• Granted status and privilege to white males 

• This was favoured in single-sex boys’ schools

• Patriarchy, competition, physical toughness, emotional distance, 
aggression, risk-taking 

• Pressure to conform



Examining masculinity within the Boarding 
House 

• Understand the  role of sport and other bodily practices

• Explore how the gender regime of the school shapes the boys’ 
masculinities

• Examine how intra-group interactions influence the boys’ 
masculinities

• Examine the influence of race and class

• Understand how the  boarder masters influence the boys’ 
constructions of masculinities

• Examine how  boys respond to Academic work

• Explore  the boys’ sexuality and  relationships with girls 



Themes that emerged from the Data

• Real men play sport

• I am a free spirit

• Brave hearts

• Brains and Brawn

• Labelling of the “other”

• “Normanised “ masculinities

• Brothers for Life

• Pulling the Chicks



RACE and CLASS

• Using the term “multiple masculinities is useful in a SA context

• Many cultures co-exist 

• Hyper-masculine, traditional gender roles

• Strongholds of hegemonic masculinity  (Bantjes)

• Racial superiority, class division 

• Compulsory participation of sport 

• Institutional practices, rituals, rites of passage

• Overrepresentation of male staff

• Prefect system



RACE and CLASS

• Post-Apartheid Mandela demonstrated ‘heroic’ masculinity 

• Mbeki resisted this; Zuma favoured hegemonic : patriarchal, 
heterosexist, violent, sexual entitlement.



Inclusive /Hybridised Masculinities

• Range of masculine practices demonstrated in one specific setting

• Erosion of traditional masculine traits

• Struggle to be a “modern  respectable man”

• Boys’  masculine performances influenced by personal values 
influenced by different contexts and situations

• Boys negotiate masculine performances

• Emergence of  hybridised masculinities

• Support Gender equity

• Fluid, shifting nature

• Findings of  research I 



Examples of Inclusive masculinities

• Friendships in boys’ schools

• Emotional Intelligence

• Academic, cultural activities as well as sport

• Individual boys often occupy versions of masculinity in parallel

• Dominant  masculinity preferred due to  its relation to power



Conclusion

• Toxic masculinity: the trend that blames boys for being born male

• Blaming and shaming is hardly going to change attitudes

• Our boys need to be taught Healthy masculinity : know their 
strengths, use it

• They need to embrace their natural, authentic masculinity

• Stop Mixed messages : not an either/or proposition

• Mentorship changes boys’ perceptions of manhood



Give me a child at seven

Teach him that it is OK to be vulnerable

Show him that he is loved

And that he has the capacity to love back

And I will show you the Man


